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Prof. Dr. N. Katayama of the Tokyo University found the diatomite in the Onikoube 
Basin， while he geologically surveyed this district in summer， 1951. He has sent me 
seven specimens of it for study of diatoms. These specimens increase in value when 
we compare出emwith other fresh water diatoms observed in the highland of Japan. 
His many geological data of this district， make it possible to reconstruct a picture 
of the successive phases of the lacustrine history of the Onikoube Basin. 
Fresh water diatoms are plentiful in one part of the lacustrine deposit， and help to 
determine the outline of the ancient Onikoube Lake， and to understand its relative 
stability at certain stages. 
1 wish to express my thanks to Dr. N. Katayama， who has sent me the best spφ 
cimens in his col1ections. 
Topography and Geology 
The Onikoube Basin makes conspicuous lowland in the central portion of a inter-
montane basin inclosed by the Arao-dake (984.2m) on the northem east; the Yatate-
dake (868m)， the Oshiba-yama (1083.2m) and the Koshiba-yama (1055.8m) on the 
south ; and the Kamuro-dake (1261. 7m) on the west. (See Text-Fig. 1) 
This basin bears a striking resemblance to an atrio of a double volcano on a large 
scale. The con五gurationof the ground looks quite like the western part of the 
central cone Arao-dake， but in fact there is no such connection between them. 
Dr. Katayama pointed out that it seems so at first glance， but， when serveyed 
geologically， such can not be the case. 
The surroundings of the basin are composed of granite， Tertiary beds and new 
volcanic rocks. At the lower part of the basin， lacustrine deposit lies down uncon-
formably on the above rocks. This deposit is cal1ed the Onikoube bed by Dr. Kata-
yama. 
The Takahyuga-yama stands high in the south-eastern part of this basin. It is 
composed of quartz andesite and its pumice. These rocks are widely distributed in 
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Text-Fig. 1. Geological map of the Onikoube Basin， Miyagi-prefecture， }apan 
(AItet Katayama and Hayashi) 
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this area， and also found as a pumice in the basal rock of the Onikoube bed. 
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The diatomite bed lies in the south-westem coner of the basin， and its extent is 
estimated at about 2km. square. 
]udging from the geological structure， the basin seems to have fallen in the end of 
the Pliocene as a result of the crustal movement which occured widely in this district. 
After that movement， the basin was filled up with water and then its stagnant layer 
of water was favorable to that accumulation of organic ooze which later became 
diatomite. 
The ancient Onikoube Lake， in which the sediments were aεcumulated， appears to 
have had throughout i七slife a relatively large area compared with its depth. Its life 
continued to the end of the Pliestocene， and several terraces were formed as a result 
of a free drainage from that basin. 
The major stream of the basin once fl.owed at higher level on the younger Onikoube 
bed which had been accumulated in the shape of terraces. The level of the ancient 
lake is estimated by Dr. Katayama at about 500 meters in height. 
For convenience of description and interpretation the rocks of the Onikoube bed have 
been divided into the following five members-delta deposit; alternation of gravel， sand 
and mud; diatomite; talus-fragments; and pumice deposit. 
In the delta part of the River Ikusazawa， the clastic rocks are exposed， and the 
further the situations of those rocks are from that river， the smaller they become. 
The altemation of gravel， sand and mud is found near the diatomite deposit. This 
member corresponds to the transitional zone between the outer part where we find 
delta deposit， talus-fragments and pumice-deposit， and the inner part where diatomite 
prevails. 
The diatomite mentioned occured in the stagnant water whither other large rock 
fragments could not reach. 
Talus-fragments are more aboundant near about the ancient clif of the Onikoube 
Basin. 
On the east of the basin， quartz andesitic fragments are developed， and its fine 
materials such as pumice also plentiful in this eastern region. 
The geological map and its section (Text-Fig. 2) shows distinctly the boundaries of 
these members. But in fact there is no distinct boundaries， rather we have a gradual 
change of deposit towards the center of that basin. In the circumference of the basin， 
large gravels and fragments are plentiful. The futher we fal apart from it， the 
more plentifully， though gradually， we find gravels， sand and mud. In the cen 
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of the eastern region. 
The River Arao is the major stream along the fault D， and its tributaries such as 
the River Ozawa， the Nigorizawa and the Ikusaz加入Taare not adjusted to the faul ts A， 
B， C and E. 
In the beginning of the Pleistocene， these faults such as A， B， C， D， E， etc. took 
place in thIs basin owing to the second crustal movement. But since then the lake did 
not develop itself. The disturbance of this movement was not so large intluenc c 
upon the Onikoube bed. 
The diatomite deposit of these members are characteristically whi.tish gray. The 
bedding is regular in general， but on the bedding planes sometimes there are miniature 
folds of sandy bed intercalated between more competent str司ata. This is due to the 
movement of beds along their bedding pianes. 
Species and theIr Distributions 
Dr. Katayama collected four samples (B， S， E and Q) from near the coast of the 
River Ozawa， one of distributaries of the River Arao， and other three samples (B1， B2' 
and B3) vertically on the locality of the sample B at interval of 1-1.5 meters. 
The former four of the above samples are important as to the extent of the 
diatomite deposit， and the latter three in a vertical change of fossil diatoms. (See 
Table 2). 
The diatomite deposit belongs to the period from the latter half of the Pliocene to 
the end of the Plistocene. The diatoms which lived in this time are of some value in a 
broad sense compared with other diatoms of various localities in the highland of Japan. 
Table 2 shows the assemblage of diatoms in each sample， and at the same time the 
vertical and horizontal didtributions of diatoms In the deposit. 
The samples B1' B2' and B3 at the locality B show the vertical distribution， but we 
cannot find so notable change about iL Some species are dominant throughout the 
whole， Melosira and Stelうhanodiscusare plentiful in each samples， and their outlines 
and structral features are remarkably well preserved. (See Plate 2)。
The samples B， S， E and Q are useful to show the horizontal distribution of diatoms 
in the deposit. Melosira is plentiful in each sample， but SteJうhanodiscusis found on1y 
in the two samples B imd S. Although Cyclotella is too dominant form， but it is found 
exclusively in the samples E and Q. 
Other genera such as Cymbella， Epithemia， Fragilaria and Synedrαare also found 
in each sample， but these are not so much In quantity. 
Melosira was apparently a dominant form in the Onikoube Lake throughout its life， 
but StePhanodiscus is found in a limited place such as B and S， and it was also a 
domInant form in that place， Cyclotel!a is found in other places such as E and Q. 
The place E i8 situated at the upper stream and the place Q at the middle of the 
Rivar Ozawa. 
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Among these four samples， the sample B and S are characterised by Melosira and 
Stethanodiscus， and other two samples E and Q by Melosira and Cyclotella. This 
important difl:'erence shows that the character of the horizontal distribution of diatoms 
in the ancient Onikoube Lake is not so simple. We cannot draw the distinct line 
between these two areas， and even if we draw it， its boundary perhaps shows a mix-
ture of the two types. 
The most species of diatoms indicate that they probably grew in their own place 
while it was exposed to the air for brief periods of time. 
P alaeoecology 
Some species such as Ceratoneis arcus， Cyclotella badanica， Diatoma hiemale， D. 
hiemale vaL mesodon， Epithemia alJうestris，Eunotia bigibba， Fragilaria verescens， 
Melosira distans， M. islandica subsp. helviticα， Navicula bicalうitellataand Tetracyclus 
emerginatus are usually found in the highlands and mountains in every country of the 
world. 
The many species of diatoms in the Onikoube bed are also found mostly in the 
recent lakes of the mountainous districts of Japan. Each situation of the chief lakes 
in Japan 1S as follows: 
Masu (Nemuro， Hokkaido)， Onuma (Kayabe， Hokkaido)， Touya (Abuta， Hokkaido)， 
Towada (Aomori-prefecture)， Kasumigaura (lbaraki-pref.)， Kawaguchi CYamanashi 
pref.)， Motosu CYamanashi-pref.)， Nishi. CYamanashi-pref.)， Oike (Yamanashi-pref.)， 
Shojin (Yamanashi-pref.)， Yamanaka (Yamanashi-pref.)， Aoki (Nagano-pref.)， Kizaki 
(Nagano-pref.)， Suwa (Nagano-preO， Ashi (Kanagawa-pref.)， Biwa (Shiga-pref.) and 
Ikeda (Kagoshima-pref.). 
The ecological characters of these diatoms can be indicated in accordance with 
Kolbe's method. Most of them belong to Indifferente form in oligohalobe Diatomae. 
Some common species such as Melosira granulata， M. distans， Stethanodiscus 
niagarae， S， astraea)， Cyclotella comta etc. are predominant in the Pliestocene 
deposit冶 ofJapan. Some typical localities and dominant diatoms are given below: 



















Nakaeδ1ta l st仰向附側側garae Dom 
I Melosira granulata Subdom. 
Asadaδ1ta i stψhanodiscus niaga附 lD叫I ~"a I Melosira granulata Subdom 
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|ー 5tφlzanod附仰向iagaれze I Dom 
Yamaura101ta!MelosimgfdT1MMtd l su13dom 
Asonoδita 5tψhm附 fωus 仰 garae Dom 
I '-JHU Melosira granulata Subdom. 
Nishise 
Omura 
Kumamoto 5teρlzanodiscus niαgarae Epitlzemia turgida 





I Melosira distans Dom. 
I(alUO Kagoshima ~~::~A"'::"::À;""''''~ A";"r<".-.Mru-， . l:~.UÕV <:l.l.1.i.U . l，a. Ste.ρlzanodiscus 目iagarae Su.hdom. 
とよ;云云脆losiragranulata DOIn 
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The relation of dominant and subdominant， and the number of their companions 
somewhat varies according to their localities. 
Table 2 














R I R I Aoki， Ikeda， Kizaki， Oike 
R I Oike 
I Ashi 
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11 ovalis I-H R R R Aoki， Biwa， Ikeda， Kizaki 
11 ρuella I R 
邸 ithemiaalpestris O R 
11 argus I-Hp R R R R R Ashi 
11 hyndm側 ni I R R R Biwa 
11 intermedia 11 R 
11 sorex I-H R R R R Aoki， Biwa， Ikeda， Kizaki，Towada 
λF turgida 11 R R R Aoki，Ashi，Bi wa，Masu，Oike，Touya 
11 11 var. granulata I R R Oike 
11 zebra λy Ashi， Biwa， Ikeda 
λF " var.ρorcellus I-H? R Towada 
11 11 11 saxomca I Biwa， Kizaki 
Eunotia bigibba O R Ashi 
グ ρeetinalisvar. minor 1 R R 
抑制abrevistriata varゆ taI 1- R R R Ashi 
11 harrisonii var. dubia Hp? R 
11 11 var. rhomboides O R 
11 lapp伽 ica I R 
11 ρantocsekii var. btnodis 11 R 
11 ρinnata 11 R Kizaki 
11 11 var. lancettula O R 
11 vzrescens I-Hp? R Kizaki 
Gomρ加nemaabbreviatum H R 
11 acuminatum var. brebissonii I R 
11 11 λア coronata 〆f R Ashi 
11 angustatum var. producta! 0 R 
11 constrictum I R R R Aoki， Ashi 
λy geminatum O R 
11 intricatum I R Biwa， Ikeda， Kizaki 
11 olivaceum 11 R Aoki， Kizaki 
H antzschia amρhioxys fo. catitata I-Hp )R 
Melosira distans Hp C 
Kawaguchi， Motosu， Nishi， 
Shojin， Yamanaka 
11 granulata I D D C C C Onuma 
λy 11 var. angustissima O C C C Biwa 
λy 11 11 valida fo. curvata 11 C C D D D D 
λr hustedtii O R R R R R 
11 italica I C C C D R R Ashi， Biwa， Kizaki， Suwa 
11 islandica subsp. helvetica 11 C C C R 
Navicula bicaρztellata R 
λF cortanensis 
11 exzgua 11 R 
11 ftuens 11 R 
11 ρlacentula fo. rostrata 11 R 
11 ρuρ'ula var. ellittica 11 R 
11 radiosa I-H? R R Ashi， Oike 
On Fossil DiatomsJr01n the Onikoube Basin， 
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Nitzschia dubia I-H R Ashi 
ノ ρ。leacea I R 
Pinnularia borealis var. brevistriata 。
ノ interru)ロta R 
11 mesolepta R 
一一
ノ 押#crostauro砂Z I-Hp R Aoki， Biwa， Ikeda， Kizaki 
ノ/ streρteraphe Hp R 
// viridis I R Aoki 
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RhoicosρIzenia curvata I-H R R Aoki， Ashi， Biwa， Ikeda， Kizaki 
I R I叫 Ashi，B Rlzoρalodia gibba I I 
11 11 var. ventricosa 1 ? R R 
StauroneisρIzoenicentron I R R Aoki， Biwa， Kizaki， Oike， Towadal 
SteρIzanodiscus astグaeavar. intermedia 11 C C C C Aoki， Kizaki 
11 問zagarae 11 D D D D 
Surirella bzseriata 11 R Ashi， Kawaguchi， Shojin， Touya， Yamanaka 
/ノ sublinearis O R Ashi 
Synedra acus I-Hp 
11 rumjうensvar. f:叩gilarioides I R R Biwa 
〆/ ulna 11 R R R R Aoki， Ashi， Biwa， Ikeda， Kizaki 
ノ/ 11 var. anψhirlzynclzus 11 R 
11 11 11 biceρs 11 R Ikeda， Kizaki 
λ， vauclzeriae 11 R R 
Tabellaria jenestrata Hp? R R Ashi， Kawaguchi， Motosu， Shojin， b白、u、へra
ノ flocculosa Hp R 
Tetracyclus el抑erginatus 11 I I




(1) Genus Melosira AGARDH 
1. Melosira distans (EHR.) KTZ. 
H. BETHGE (1925): Melos. Plankt.， p. 40， T. II， Fig. 27. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.92， Fig. 53. 
G. HUBER-PESTALOZZI (1942): Phytop. Siissw.， T. CXVII， Abb. 477. 
Short cylindrical cell， constricted at each end， firmly united by valve surface into 
long straight chains. Frustule short and strong. Striae somewhat spiral and punctate. 
Diameter， 10-15ρ. 
2. Melosira granulatα(EHR.) RALFS 
PL. 1， Fig. 6. 
H. BETHGE (1925): Melos. Planktり p.30， T. 1， Fig. 1. 
G. HUBER-PESTALOZZI (1942): Phytop. Siissw.， T. CIX， Abbs. 451-452. 
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PL 1， Fig. 7， 
F， HUSTEDT (1930): Bac" p. 88， Fig， 45， 
A， CLEVE-EuLER (1951): Diat. Schw， FinnL， Teil 1， p.25， Fig. 15 d， e.
Frustule long and narrow. Striae spiraI and punctate， In some species， its frustule 
more or less bended， 
Diameter， 5-7 p. 
var. valid HUST. fo， curvata HUST， 
PL 1， Fig. 8. 
G. HUBER-PEST ALOZZI (1942): Phytop. Siissw" p. 381， T. CX， Abb. 574. 
Frustule long， narrow and bended， Striae delicate， spiral and punctate. 
Diameter， 
3， Melosira hustedtii KRASSKE 
PL 1， Fig， 5， 
G， HU-BER-PEST ALOZZI Phytop. Stissw" p. 378， T。
Cell cylindrical and very large. Striae indistinct. 
Diameter， 3311; Height， 40μ 
4. _Melosira ilαlica (EHR.) KTZ. 
PL 1， Fig. 9. 
H. BETHGE (1945) : Melos. Plankt吋 p.36， T. I， Fig. 17. 
Abb. 448. 
G， HUBER-PEST ALOZZI (1¥342): Phytop. Siissw.， pp. 389-390， T. CXII， Abb. 470. 
Cell cylindrical， with distinct spines at the end. Striae de1icate， somewhat spiral 
and punctate. Sporangial frustules sphericaL Mature valves subhemisphericaL 
Diameter， 5-7 p. 
5. Melosira islandica O. MULl，. subsp. helveticαO. MULL. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， pp， 88-89， Fig. 48. 
G， HUBER-PESTALOZZI (1942): Phytop， Siissw.， pp.384-385， T. CXII， Abbs. 460-461. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1952): Diat， Schw固 Finnl.， Teil 1， p.24，Fig. 14. 
Cell cylindrical. Striae delicate and punctate. 
Diameter， 10-16p. 
(2) Genus Cyclotella KUTZING 
1. Cyclotella badanica EULENST 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac勺 pp.103-104， Fig. 76. 
G. HUBER-PEST ALOZZI (1942): Phytop. Silssw.， pp. 402-403， Abb. 495. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1951): Dia仁 Schw.Finnl.， Teil I， p.45， Fig， 56 (a-b). 
Cell round plate or drum with concentrical undulated val ves. Radial dumpy striae 
about 12 in 10p. Surface of valve separated into two parts. Inner part comperatively 
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broad with radiating rows of beads. 
Diameter， 45-50p・
2. Cyclotella comta (EHR・)KTZ. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.103， Fig. 68. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1951): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil 1， p.44， Fig. 55. 
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Cell round plate or drum with concentrICal undulated valves. Radial striae distlnct. 
Diameter， 10-25p. 
3. Cyclotella meneghiniana KTZ. var. Plana FRICKE 
PL. 1， Fig. 34. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1951): Diat. Schw. Finnl吋 Teil1， p.40， Fig. 63 (j-m); T. IV 
(a-b). 
Valve circular， itssurface separated into two areas; outer area， forming a band one-
half or one-third the radius in width， strongly marked with closely set radiating 
costae. Inner area almost hyaline. Striae， 5-6 in 10p・
Diameter， 50ρ・
This species belon只sto marine diatom， and bear a striking resemblance to Melosira 
sol (EHR.) KTZ. 
(3) Genus Stephanodiscus EHRENBERG 
1. StelうhanゅdisαtSastraea (EHR.) GRUN. var. minutula (KTZ.) GRUN. 
PL. 1， Fig. 17. 
C. BROCKMANN (1944): Altinterg. Haffsee bei Bredstedt in Nordfriesland， T. 1， 
Figs. 1 (12， 13). 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1951): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil 1， p.55， Fig. 70 (l-f). 
H. OKUNO (t952) :.Atl. Foss. Diat. Jap. Diat. Dep.， PL. 7， Figs. 3，. 4. 
Valve circular， minute. Central part punctate with irregular dots. 
Diameter， 6-20p・
This sepcies is identical with Ste.ρhanodiscus niagarae EHR・var.minutura (GRUN.) 
OKUNO. 
2. Steρhanodiscus niagarae EHR. 
PL. 1， Fig. 16. 
G. HUBER-PESTALOZZI (1942) : Phytop. Siisswリ p.411， Abb. 507. 
C. BROCKMANN (1944): Altinterg. Ha丘・seebei Bredstedt in Nordfriesland， p. 57， 
Figs. 5， 6 and T. 1， Fig. 15. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1951): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil 1， p.53， Fig. 69 (j-k). 
Cel flat drum type. Frustule circular， undulated with spines at the ehds. Central 
part. radiated with more or less distinct striae. 
Diameter， 30-60p・
The structures of this species are very likened to Stephanodiscus astraea except one 




(1) Genus TabeUaria EHRENBERG 
10 Tabellaria jenestrata (LNGB.) KTZ. 
PL. 1， Fig. 49. 
W. SMITH (1856): Brit. Diat.， Vol. I， p.46， PL. XLIII， Fig. 317. 
G. HUBER-PEST ALOZZI (1942): Phytop. Sussw吋 pp.429-430， Abb. 519. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p.10， Fig. 303. 
Cell more inflated in the central portion than the terminal enlargements. Frustule 
de五nite.
Length， 30-100p; Breadth， 3-7μ 
2. Tabellaria flocculosa (ROTH) KTZ. 
PL. 1， Fig. 48. 
W. SMITH (1856): Brit. Diat.， Vol. U， p.45， PL. XLIII， Fig. 316. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.123， Fig. 101. 
Ends of valve rounded or subacute. Inflation somewhat angulated. 
Length， 18-25μ; Breadth (at the inflation)， 
(2) Genus Tetracyclus RALFS 
1. Tetracyclus emarginatus (EHR.) W. SMITH 
PL. 1， Fig. 25. 
W. SMITH (1856): Brit. Diat.， VoL I， p.38釦
F. HUSTEDT (1914): Tetrac. RALFS， Sonder-Abdr. a. Abh. Nat. Ver. Brem， Bd. 
XXIII， H. 1， p.98. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p.4， Fig. 292. 
Valve constricted towards the ends， which are rounded and subapiculate. Inflation 
deeply notched or emarginate. 
Length， 27μ; Breadth 14μ. 
(3) Genus Diatoma DE CANDOLLE 
1. Diatoma hiemale (LYNGB.) HEIBERG 
PL. 1， Fig. 1. 
W. SMITH (1856) : Brit. Diat.， VoL I， p.15， PL. XXXIV， Fig. 289. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.129， Fig. 115. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953) : Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p.20， F、igs.328-328B. 
Valve elliptical， frequently attenuated towards the obtuse ends. 
Length， 20p; Breadth， 6-8p・
This species is identical with Odontidium hyemale KTZ固
var. mesodon (EHR.) GRUN. 
PL. 1， Fig. 2. 
M人SMITH(1856): Brit. Diat.， VoL I， p.16， PL XXXIV， Fig. 288， 
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F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.129， Fig. 116. 
A. CLEVE-EULER (1953): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p・20，Fig. 328. 
Valve oval， costae pervious， from 3 to 7. 
Length， 17ρ; Breadth， 8p.
2. Diatoma vulgae BORY 
w. SMITH (1856): Brit. Diat勺 Vol.I， p.39， PL. XL， Fig. 309. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.127， Figs. 103-110. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p.21， Fig. 329. 
Valve elliptical， gradually attenuate towards the obtuse ends. 
Length， 50 p; Breadth， 10 p. 
(4) Genus Ceratoneis EHRENBERG 
1. Ceratoneis arcus KTZ. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.134， Fig. 122 
H. OKUNO (1940): Notes Diat. Jap.， 1， p.46， Fig. 12. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p・53，Fig. 373. 
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Valve regularly arcuate， with a slight constriction at each ends， and inflation in the 
center of the concave margin. 
Length， 20μ; Breadth， 5 p.・
(5) Genus Fragilaria LYNGBYE 
1. Fragilαria brevistriata GRUN. var. inflata (PANTOCSEK) HUST. 
PL. 1， Fig. 18 (a， b). 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.145， Fig. 152. 
H. OKUNO (1940): Notes Diat. Jap.， 1， p.40， Fig. 4. 
Valve lanceolate， with ro骨tratedends and inflation in the middle part. 
LengtIl， 12-20p.; Breadth， 5-7 p.・
2. Fragilaria harrissonii W. SMITH var. dubia GRUN 
PL. 1， Fig. 42. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， pp. 139-140， Fig. 134. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1935): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p.36， Fig. 347. 
In valve view elliptical， with somewhat convex margin and rounded or subapiculate 
ends. 
Length， 13-20p.; Breadth， 6-8p.・
This species is identical with Fragilaria 1ゅtostauron(EHR.) HUST・var.woerthensis 
MAYER and F. leρtostauron (EHR.) HUST・var.dubia HUST. 
var. rho例boidesGRUN. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.140， Fig. 133. 
Valve somewhat cruciform， angles not round but acute. 
Length， 14p.; Breadth， 6p.
3. Fragilaria lapponica GRUN 
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PL. 1， Fig.24. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.145， Fig. 155~ 
A CLEVE-EuLER (1953): Diat. Schw. FinnL， Teil I， p.32， Fig.345 (a-b) 
Valve elongated， linear-elliptical， with rounded ends. 
Length， 35μ; Breadth， 6ρ・
4. Fragilaria pantocsekii CL. var. binodis (PANT.) CL・
PL. 1， Fig. 18 (c). 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p.32， Fig. 344 (f). 
Valve linear-elliptical， with deeply constrictedmiddle part and rosttate ends. 
Length， 19p; Breadth， 4μ(at the broad part). 
5. Fragilariaρinnαta HHR・
G. HUBER-PEST ALOZZI (1942): Phytop. Siissw.， p.444， Abb. 53Q. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p.37， Fig. 348. 
Valve elliptical， somewhat convex margin and rounded ends. 
Length， 5-10p: Breadth， 3-5p. 
_ var. lancettula (SCHUM.) HUST. 
H. OKUNO (1940): Notes Diat. Jap.， 1， pp. 41-42， Fig. 6. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953) : Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p.37，Fig. 348 (IIIa-c). 
Valve lanceolate， with rostrate ends. 
Length， 5-10μ; Breadth， 3-411. 
6. Fragilaria virescens RALFS 
F. HUSTEDT (1930) : Bac.， p.142， Fig. 144. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I，p. 48， Fig. 361. 
Valve， linear-elliptical， with broad and subrostrate ends. 
Length，40μ; Breadth， 7μ・
(6) Genus Synedra EHRENBERG 
1. Synedra acus KTZ. 
G. HUBER-PEST ALOZZI (1942): Phytop. Slissw.， p.458， Abb. 536. 
A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p.64， Fig. 385 (a-b). 
Valve lanceolate， acute. Striae marginal. 
Length， 105p; Breadth， 5p・
2. Synedra rumpens KTZ. var fragilarioides GRUN. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.156， Fig. 178. 
F. HUSTEDT (1937): Unters. Diat.-Flora Java etc.， Syst. Teil 1， p.159， T. X， Figs. 
43-50. 
Valve 1 anceolate， gradually attenuated towards the ends. Frustule slightly broadened 
at the both ends. Central area broad， reaching to the margin~ 
Length， 40μ; Breadth， 5p・
3. Synedra ulna (NITZSCH) EHR・
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Baε.， p.152， Figs. 158-159. 
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A. CLEVE-EuLER (1953) : Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， pp. 60-61， Fig. 382 (a). 
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Valve linear-lanceolate， with capitate ends. Frustule at the encls slight1y broadened. 
Pseudoraphe narrow-linear， in the middle dilated to a fascia. 
var. al1ψhirhynchus (EHR.) GRUN. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， pp. 151-154， Fig. 167. 
Valve linear-lanceolate， with capitate ends. Both ends sucldenly dilated. 
Length， 150μ; Breadth， 5.5μ-
var. bicejうS(KTZ.) v. SCHONF. 
PL. 1， Fig. 36. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， pp. 151-154， Fig. 166 (a-b). 
A. CLEVE-EULER (1953): Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil I， p・62，Fig. 382 (1). 
Valve much elongatecl， slightly inflated at the ends. Striae parallel， pseudoraphe 
narrow-linear. 
Length， 250 p.; Breadth， 6-8ρ・
4. Synedra vaucheriae KTZ. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.161， Fig. 192. 
Valve linear-elliptical， suddenly constricted towards the procluced ends. Central area 
broad， marking a fascia on one side. 
Length， 25μ; Breadth， 4f1・
(7) Genus Eunotia EHRENBERG 
1. Eunotia bigibba KTZ. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.175， Fig. 214. 
H. OKUNO (1952): Atl. Foss. Diat. Jap‘Diat. Depリ PL.23， Fig. 13. 
Valve arcuate， with two dorsal ridges. Ends recurved. 
Length， 30p; Breadth， 10μ@ 
2. Eunotiaρectinalis (KTZ.) RABH. var. minor (KTZ.) RABH・
PL. 1， Fig. 43. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.180， Fig. 237. 
A. CLEVE-EULER (1953) : Diat. Schw. Finnl.， Teil II， p.84， Fig. 409 (f). 
Valve elliptical-lanceolate， with protracted round ends. 
Length， 35μ; Breadth， 7 f1・
(8) Genus Cocconeis EHRENBERG 
1. Cocconeis diminuta P ANTOCSEK 
F. HUSTEDT (1931-33): Kiesela. Deuts.， 2.Teil， p.346， Fig. 800. 
H. OKUNO (1940): Notes Diat. Jap.， 1， p.54， Fig. 24. 
Upper valve with interrupted striae， the striae of which radiatedfrom the pseudoraphe. 
Lower val ve with minute striae. 
Length， 13μ; Breadth， 7ρ・
2. Cocconeis tlacentula EHR. 
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W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p.21， PL. III， Fig. 32. 
F. HUSTEDT (1931-33): Kiesela. Deuts.， 2 Teil， p.348， Fig. 802. 
Valve elliptical. Upper valve with narrow pseudoraphe. Lower valve with raphe. 
Striae somewhat radiate near the margin. 
Length， 21p; Breadth， 14p・
var. euglyρta (EHR.) CL. 
L. GEITLER (1932): Formw. penn. Diat.， p.129， Fig. 56 (a， b)ィ
F. HUSTEDT (1931-33): Kiesela. Deuts.， 2 Teil， p.349， Fig. 802 (c). 
Valve elliptical. Upper valve with very fine irregularly pointed striae. 
Length， 30μ; Breadth， 17 p・
(9) Genus Achnanthes BORY 
1. Achnanthes peragallii BRUN and HERIBAUD 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.206， Fig. 300. 
Valve， elliptical-lanceolate， with rostrate ends. Upper valve with narrow-linear 
pseudoraphe. Striae radiate. Central area with shoeshaped hyaline space on one side. 
Lower valve with narrow straight raphe. Striae also radiate. 
Length， 18p; Breadth， 8p. 
(10) Genus Rhoicosphenia GRUN. 
1. Rhoicosphenia curvata (KTZ.) GRUN. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.211， Fig. 311. 
Valve somewhat enlarged towards the upper end， which rounded and inflated， 
attenuated towards the lower. Nodule absent in the outer valve. 
Length， 25p; Breadth， 5p・
(11) Genus Diploneis EHRENBERG 
1. Diploneis eli.ρtica (KTZ.) CL. 
PL. 1， Fig. 10 
F. HUSTEDT (1931-33): Kiesela. Deuts. 2 Teil， p.690， Fig. 1077 (a). 
H. OKUNO (1940): Notes Diat. Jap.， 1， pp. 57-58， Fig. 27. 
Valve elliptical， with more or less strongly convex margin and rounded ends. Central 
nodule distinct and large. Striae radiate andstrongly dot. 
Length， 51p; Breadth， 30p・
2. Diploneis ovalis (HILSE) CL. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.249， Fig. 390. 
Valve oval， with rounded ends. Central nodule distinct and large. Striae radiate and 
fine dot. 
Length， 50p; Breadth， 30p. 
3. Dかloneispuella (SCHUMANN) CL. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.251， Fig. 394. 
Valve elliptical. Central nodule large. Striae fine and radial. 
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Length， 20μ; Breadth， 12，1・
(12) Genus Stauroneis EHRENBERG 
1 . Stauroneis 1坊oenicenteronEHR. 
PL. 1， Fig. 1 
W. SMITH (1853) : Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p.59， PL. XIX， Fig. 185. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.255， Fig. 404. 
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Valve lanceolate， obtuse. Raphe straight， linear. Central area dilated into a band 
free from striae. 
Length， 130(1; Breadth， 301)・
(13) Genus Navicula BORY 
1. Navicula bicapitellata HUST・
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.306， Fig. 543. 
Valve linear-elliptical. Both ends 1'ounded and inflated. Striae distinct and radiate. 
Length， 20μ; B1'eadth， 5p・
2. Navicula cortanensis KRASSKE 
PL. 1， Fig. 41. 
F. HUSTEDT (1937): Unters. Diat.-Flora Java etc.， Syst. Teil 1， pp. 256-257， T. 
XVIII， Fig. 3-6. 
G. KRASSKE (1948): Diat. Trop. lVIoosr.， p.432， T. U， Fig. 3. 
Valve linear-elliptical， with rounded ends. St1'iae 1'adial， in the middle pa1't strong 
and la1'ge. 
Length， 20/1; Breadth， 51)・
This species is pe1'hapus identical with Navicula subbacillum HUST・
3. Navicula exigua (GREGORY) O. lVITjLL. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.305， Fig. 538. 
Valve lanceolate， with st1'ongly 1'ostrated ends. Raphe linea1'. Striae somewhat radiate. 
Length， 20μ; Breadth， 8(1. 
4. Navicula fluens HUST. 
PL. 1， Fig. 30. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.285， Fig. 474. 
Valve elliptical-lanceolate. Striae minute and somewhat parallel 01' radiate. Raphe 
distinct. 
Length， 30(1; B1'eadth， 7 p・
5. Navicula 1うlacentula(EHR.) GRUN. fo. rostrata A. lVIAYER 
F. HUSTEDT (1930) : Bac.， pp. 303-304， Fig. 533. 
Valve elliptical-lanceolate， with 1'ost1'ate ends. Raphe st1'aight. St1'iae 1'adiate in the 
middle pa1't. 
Length， 30μ; Breadth， 14p. 
6. Navicula pupula KTZ. var. elliρtica HUST・
PL. 1， Fig. 37. 
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F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.282， Fig. 467 (d). 
Valve elliptical， with rounded ends. Central area quardrate， broad， not reaching to 
the margin. Striae somewhat radiate. 
Length， 50p; Breadth， 20p・
7. Naviculαradiosa KTZ. 
PL四 1，Fig. 26. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.299， Fig. 513. 
Valve linear-lanceolate， strongly tapering from the middle to rounded obtuse ends. 
Striae radiate. 
Length， 80.1; Breadth， 
8. Navicula sp. ? 
PL町 1，Fig. 27. 
Genus Phmularia EHRENBERG 
1. Pinnularia borealis EHR. var. brevicostata HUST. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.326， Fig. 597. 
Valve linear-elliptical. Both ends rounded. Costae not reaching to the median line. 
Length， 25p; Breadth， 
2. Pi仰 zulariainterrutta W SMITH 
PL 1， Fig. 3. 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， VoL 1， PL XIX， Fig. 184. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac勺 p.317， Fig. 573. 
Valve linear， constrictedat the rounded ends. Costae absent from the center of the 
valve. 
Length， 40 p; Breadth， 10 p. 
3. Pinnulariαmesolelうtα(EHR.)W. SMITH. 
PL 1， Fig， 32. 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p. 58， PL XIX， Fig. 182. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930); Bac.， p.319， Fig. 575 (a). 
Valve linear， with three central in任ations，deeply constricted towards the obtuse ends. 
. Length， 60μBreadth， 14t. 
4. Pinnularia microstauron (EHR.) CL. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930) : Bac吋 p.320， Fig. 582. 
B. V. SKVORTZOV (1937): Neog. Diat. Wamura， p.146， PL. V， Fig.6. 
Valve linear with parallel margins and with subrostrate-capitate ends. Central area 
broad stauros.、
Length， 70μ; Breadth， 12p・
5. Pinnulαria strettoralりheCL. 
PL. I， Fig. 4. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.337， Fig. 620. 
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B. V. SKVO宜TZOV(1937) : Neog. Diat. Wamura， p.148， PL. IV， Fig. 2. 
Valve linear with parallel margins and broad rounded ends. Striae almost parallel. 
Median line robust and complex. 
Length， 190p; Breadth， 27ρ.、
6. Pinnularia viridis (NlTZSCH) EHR・
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.334， Fig. 617 (a). 
B. V. SKVORTZOV (1937) : Neog. Diat. Wamura， p.147. 
Valve elliptical-linear， narrowed towards ends. Striae slightly radiate. Median line 
complex. 
Length， 60μ; Breadth， 13μ・
(15) Genus Amphora EHRENBERG 
1. AmPhora ovalis KTZ. 
PL. 1， Fig. 40. 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p.19， PL. I， Fig. 26. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.342， Fig. 628. 
Valve in girdle view， elliptical. Internal margin of valve inflated at the nodule. 
Striae moniliform， distinct. 
Length， 30p; Breadth， 2μ・
2. AmPhora ρeゆusillaGRUN. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.343， Fig. 627. 
Valve in girdle view， elliptical. Frustule crescent-shaped， with convex dorsal and 
straight inside. 
Length， 8μ; Breadth， 4p・
(16) Genus Cymbella AGARDH 
1. Cymbella affinis KTZ. 
W. SMITH (1853) : Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p.18， PL. XXX， Fig. 250. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.362， Fig. 671. 
Valve semi-elliptical-lanceolate. Both ends slightly produced. Raphe somewhat 
arcuate and excentric. Striae slightly radiate. Near the central nodule， a small 
isolated punctum. 
Leng位1，30p; Breadth， 7 p・
2. Cymbella cistula (HEMPRICH) GRUN. var. fastigata KRASSKE 
PL. 1， Fig. 35. 
G. KRASSKE (1949) : Subf. Diat. Mooren Patag.， p.86， Figs. 27-28. 
Valve semi-elliptical， with strongly convex dorsal and gradually convex ventral 
margin， and rounded ends. Striae radiate. Near the central nodule， several small 
isolated puncta. 
Length， 140μ; Breadth， 30 p. 
3. Cymbella coes.ρitosum KTZ. 
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PL. 1， Fig. 50. 
W. SMITH (1856): Brit. Diat.， VoL I， pp. 68-69， PL. L V， Fig. 346. 
Valve cymbiform with somewhat attenuated obtuse ends. Striae distinct. 
Length， 20 p; Breadth， 6 p・
4. Cymbella cymbiformis (AGARDH? KTZ.) v. HEURCK 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac吋 pp.362， Fig. 672. 
Valve cymbiform with elongate， subacute ends. Striae slightly radiate. At the 
ventral side of the central nodule， one small isolated punctum. 
Length， 70p; Breadth， 12p. 
5. Cymbella lanceolata (EHR.) HEURCK 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac吋 p.364， Fig. 679. 
H. OKUNO (1942) : Notes Diat.， Jap.， I， P.32， Fig. 27. 
Valve cymbiform， with strongly arcuate dorsal and almost straight ventral margin. 
Raphe slightly arcurate. Central part somewhat dilated. Striae slightly radiate. 
Length， 18μ; Breadth， 27 p・
6. Cymbella scotica W. SMITH 
PL. 1， Fig. 3~.t 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， VoL 1， p. 18， PL. I， Fig. 25. 
Valve narrow elongated with acute ends. Raphe arcuate. 
Length， 30ρ; Breadth， 6p. 
7. Cymbella tumida (BREB.) v. HEURCK 
F. HUSTEDT (1930) : Bac.， p.366， Fig. 677. 
H. OKUNO (1940): Notes Diat. Jap.， 1， p.69， Fig. 4. 
Valve broad semi-elliptical， with straight ventral and deeply convex dorsal margin. 
Raphe arcuate， excentric. On the ventral side of the nodule is one stigma. 
Length， 50p; Breadth， 20p. 
8. Cymbella turgidα(GREG.) CL. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac吋 p.358， Fig. 660. 
H. OKUNO (1942): Notes Diat. Jap・， I， pp. 33-34， Fig. 28. 
Valve cymbiform， with deeply arcuate dorsal and almost straight ventral margin. 
Raphe straight. Striae coarse， slightly radiate. 
Length， 28μ; Breadth， 10p・
9. Cymbella venfricosa KTZ. 
PL. 1， Fig. 20， 21. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.359， Fig. 661. 
H. OKUNO (1940): Notes Diat. Jap・， 1， pp. 69-70， Fig. 45. 
Valve semi-elliptical， with strongly convex dorsal and slightly convex ventral margin， 
and with rounded ends. Striae somewhat radiate. 
Length， 25p; Breadth， 10 f1. 
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(17) Genus Gomphonema AGARDH 
1. Gomρhonema abbreviaturn AGARDH? KTZ. 
PL. 1， Fig. 23. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.379， Fig. 722. 
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Valve clavate， with slightly bended margin and somewhat broadly rounded compared 
witfi another one. 
Length， 33ρ; Breadth， 6p. 
2. Goml幼onemaacuminatum EI1R. var. brebissonii (KTZ.) CL. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， pp. 370-371， Fig. 685. 
H. OKUNO (1942): Notes Diat. Jap.， 1， p.36， Fig. 31. 
Valve clavate， with somewhat biconstricted margin. In the middle part slightly 
gibbous. Central part dilated. Striae slightly radiate. The median stria on one side 
shortened， on the opposite sic1e with a stigma. 
Length， 51p; Breadth， 11ρ-
var. coro仰向 (EHR.)W. SMITH 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.370， Fig. 684. 
Valve clavate， slightly infiated at the center， and crested at the upper end. Striae 
slightly radiate， the median striae shortened， marking an unilateral fascia， tHe opposite 
stria with a stigma. 
Length， 70ρ; Breadth， 7p. 
3. Gomρhonemaαngustatum (KTZ.) RABH. var.ρroductαGRUN. 
PL. 1， Fig. 2. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.373， Fig. 693. 
H. OKUNO (1942): Notes Diat. Jap.， I， pp. 36-37， Fig. 3. 
Valve calvate， with slightly rounded margin anc1 rostrate to subcapitate ends. The 
median stria on one side shortened， on the opposite wit!JI a stigma. 
Length， 33p; Breadth， 10p. 
4. GomPhonema constrictum EHR・
PL. 1， Fig. 38. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.377， Fig. 714. 
B. V. SKVORTZOV (1937): Neog. Diat. Saga， p.170. 
Valve clavate and constricted with broad capitate apex. Striae radiate， with one 
stigma unilaterally. 
Length， 43p; Breadth， 11p・
5. GomPhonema geminatum AG. 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p. 78， PL. XXVII， Fig. 235. 
Valve clavate， infiated at the center anc1 constricted towards each end， of which the 
one more distant from the stipes is enlargec1 and rounded. 
Length， 40μ; Breadth， 70p・
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6. Gomlりhonemaintricatum KTZ. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， pp. 375-376， Fig. 697. 
Valve lanceolate， obtuse. Central part somewhat dilated. Upper end rounded. 
Length， 30μ; Breadth， 6p.・
7. Gomρhonema olivaceum CLYNGBYE) KTZ・
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p.80， PL. XXIX， Fig. 244. 
Valve slightly attenuated. Upper end rounded， lower acuate. 
Length， 30μBreadth， 7/1. 
(18) Genus Epithemia BR主BISSON
1. EPithemia altestris W. SMITH 
PL 1， Fig. 47. 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p.13， PL 1， Fig. 7. 
Valve linear， recurved at the obtuse ends. Foramina large. 
Length， 30μ; Breadth， 
2。 argus KTZ. 
PL 1， Fig. 45. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.383， Fig. 72'1a. 
Valve much and regular1y arched， recurved， inthe back sid色。 Transversecostae， so
consplCUOUS. 
Length， 30p; Breadth， 15p. 
3⑩ Etithemia hyndmanni W. SMITH 
PL.l， Fig. 13. 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit吋 Diat.，VoL 1， p. 12， PL. 1， Fig. 1. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.387， Fig. 735. 
Valve much and regularly arched， both ends rounded， not recurved. Canaliculi 
mconsplCUoUS. 
Length， 120p; Breadth， 18p. 
4. Ejうithemiaintermedia FRICKE 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.387， Fig. 732. 
Valve much arched， somewnat recurved in the back side. 
Length， 20p; Breadth， 8p・
5. Ejうithemiasorex KTZ. 
PL 1， Fig. 46. 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p.13， PL 1， Fig. 9. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bacリ p.388， Fig. 736. 
Valve attenuate， slightly or strongly recurvedat the ends， dosal line arcuate. 
Length， 50p; Breadth， 16p・
6. Epithemia turgida CEHR.) KTZ. 
PL. 1， Fig. 12. 
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W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p. 21， PL. 1， Fig. 2. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac吋 p.387， Flg. 733. 
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Valve somewhat infiated and slig蹴lyarched. Both ends suddenly attenuate， obtuse. 
Dosal line arcuate. Striae spotted. 
Length， 130p; Breadth， 22p. 
var. granulata (EHR.) GRUN. 
PL. 1， Fig. 14. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.387， Fig. 734. 
Valve linear somewhat infiated and slightly recurved. Dosal line arcuate“ 
Length， 180μ; Breadth， 17 p. 
7. Epithemia zebra (EHR.) K;'TZ. 
PL. 1， Fig. 44. 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p.12， PL. I， Fig. 4. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.384， Fig. 729. 
Valve， equally arched. Ends of valve gradually attenuate. Dosal line arcuate. Striae 
punctate. 
Length， 25-60μ; Breadth， 81ん
var.lうorcellus(K TZ.) GRUN. 
PL. 1， Fig. 15. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac吋 p.385， Fig. 731. 
Valve gradually arched. Both ends attenuate. Dosal line slightly arcuate. 
Length， 110p; Breadth， 18p. 
var. saxonicα(KTZ.) GRUN. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac吋 p.385， Fig. 730. 
Valve boat-shaped with slightly arched ventral， and arcuate， strong dosal margins. 
Length， 70p; Breadth， 8p. 
(19) Genus Rhopalodia O. MULLER 
1. Rhoραlodia gibba (EHR.) O. MULL. 
PL. 1， Fig. 3. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， pp. 390-391， Fig. 740. 
Valve linear， slightly infiated at the center. Side view of frustule linear， obtuse. 
Length， 130p; Breadth， 18p. 
(20) Genus Hantzschia GRUNOW 
1. Hantzschia anψhioxys (EHR・)GRUN. fo. capitata O. MULL. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.394， Fig. 748. 
Valve somewhat biarcuate， with concave ventral and slightly convex dosal margins. 
Both ends strongly capitate. 
Length， 40μ; Breadth， 5 p.
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(21) Genus Nitz.schia HA:;;SALL 
1. Nitzschia dubia W. SMITH. 
PL.I， Fig. 31. 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diat.， Vol. 1， p.41， PL. XIII， Fig. 112; PL. XIV， Fig. 112; 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac吋 p.403， Fig. 770. 
Valve linear， slightly constricted towards the center， and tapering towards the some幽
what truncate ends. Keel very excentric白
Length， 90p; Breadth， 20p. 
2. Nitzschia paleacea GRUN. 
PL. 1， Fig. 19. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.416， Fig. 807. 
Valve linear-lanceolate， slightly infiated in the middle part. 
Length， 50μ; Breadth， 5 p.
(22) Genus Cymatopleura W. SMITH 
1;うleuraelilうtica(BREBISSON) W. SMITH 
PL. 1， Fig. 29. 
W. SMITH (1853): Brit. Diatリ Vol.1， p. PL. Fig. 80. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.) p. 426， Fig. 825. 
Valve broadly ellipticl， somewhat acuminate， with four or five undulations閉
Length 160p; Breadth， 70p. 
var. nobilis (HANTZ.). HUST. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac.， p.427， Fig. 828. 
Valve rhombic-elliptical， with convex margin and subacute ends. 
Length， 15011; Breadth， 65ょん
(23) Genus Surirella TURPIN 
1. Surirella biseriata BR立BISSON
PL図 1，Fig. 28. 
F. HUSTEDT (1930): Bac円 p.432， Fig. 831-832. 
G. HUBER-PESTALOZZI (1942): Phytop. Silssw.， p.496， Abb. 579. 
Valve lanceolate-elliptical with subacute ends. Costae reaching to the pseudoraphe. 
Length， 90p; Breadth， 35p. 
2. Surirella sublinearis HUST. 
G. HUBER-PEST ALOZZI (1942): Phytop. Siissw.， p.499， Abb. 602A曾
Valve broad-linear， with more or less strong concave side and subacute ends. 
Length， 60 f1; Breadth， 20 p・
Summary 
The greater part of fossil diatoms belongs to the fresh water type.. Thus it is 
beyond doubt that the Onikoube diatomite 1S of fresh wate.r origin. 
On Fossil Diatoms from the Onikoube Basin， 
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The horizontal di弓七ributionof tb'e diatoms in this deposit can be representec1 by the 
two parts， c1iscriminated by their assemblages， one area being the Nigorizawa and the 
lower of the River Ozawa anc1 the other the midc11e anc1 upper parts of the same river. 
The former is characteriseゴbyMelosira and 5tゆhanodiscus，and the latter Melosira 
and Cyclotel!a. 
The vertical distribution at the lower of the River Ozawa does not show a markec1 
difl'erence among three samples at interval of 1-1. 5 meters. But the number of species 
in that deposit increases towards the upper part of it. 1n each sample， Melosira and 
5teρhanodiscus are plentifuL Espicially Melosira was a dominant form in the Onikoube 
Lake throughout its life. 
The diatomite accumulated c1uring the periocl from the latter half of the Pliocene to 
the end of the Plistocene. Fossil diatoms which lived in this time mostly belong to 
inc1iiferente form in 0ligohalobe Diatomae. Thus these c10minant forms such as 
Melosira， Stψhanodiscus and Cyclotel!a are the same species which founcl in the 
Plistoce泊ediatomites of }apan. But in this c1iatomite of the Onikoube becl， Melosira 
ancl Ste)うhanodiscusexist in greater abounc1ance than in other similar c1eposits of }apan. 
The cleposit may be a valuable thing as an excellent c1iatomite for inclustrial use. 
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Plates 
Explal1ation of Plate 1 
This plate shows fossil diatoms found only 
in the sample Bl of the Onikoube bed， Miyagi-prefecture， 
1. Dωtom hiemale 26. Navicula radiosa 
2. 11 var， mωodon 27 /1 sp.? 
3. Rhopalodia gibba 28. Surirella biseriata 
4. Pinnularia streptoraPhe 29. Cymatotleura elilうがca
5. Melosira hustedtii 30. Navicula fluens 
6. / granulata 31. Nitzschia dubia 
7. /1 ノ/ var， angustissima 32. Pinnularia nwsolepta 
80 1/ 11 11 valida fo. cruvata 33. !I interrupta 
9. I! italica 
10. Di戸loneiseliJうtica
11. Stauroneis phoenicentron 






turgida var. granulata 
15. I! zebra var. porcellus 
16. SteJうhanodiscusniagarae 
17. 11 astraea var. minutula 
18. a， b. Fragilaria brevistriata var. inflata 
C. I! pa持tocsekiivar. binodis 
19. Nitzschia paleacea 




24. Fragilaria lapponica 
25. Tetracyclus emar ginatus 
34. Cyclotella menegluniana var. Plana 
35. Cymbella cistula var. fasitigata 
36. Synedra ulnaγar. bicets 
37. Navicula pupulaγa1'. elijウtica
38. Gomphonema constrictum 
3ヲ也 Cymbella scotica 
40. AmPhora ovalis 
41. Navicula cortanensis 
42. F:叩 gilariaharissonii var副 dubia
43. Eunotia tectinalis var. minor 






43. Tabellaria flocculosa 
49. 1/ fenestrata 
50. Cymbella coestitosum 
Plate 1 
Explanation 01' Plate II 
L Sam.ple S; S: Steρhanodiscus niagarae， M: Melosira granulata (x 350) 
2. Sample E; C: Cyclotella comta， M: Melosira granulata (x 350) 
3. Sample Q; C: Cyclotella badanica， c: Cyclotella comia， M: Melosira grimulata (x 150) 
4. Sample Bl; S: Stethanodiscus niagarae， M: Melosira granulata var回 validafo. curvata， 
E: EtithemIa turgida var. granulata， (x 150) 
5. Sample B2; S: Steρ加nodiscusniagarae， s: Steρhanodiscus niagat四 var.minutula， M: 
Melosira gra四ulata，E: Etithemia turgida (x 150) 
6. Sample Ba; S: Steρhanodiscusηiagarae， s: Stethanodiscus niagarae var. minutula， M: 
Meloswa granulata var. valida fo. curvata (x 150) 
Plate I 
